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ABSTRACTINDY Fringe in Downtown Indianapolis planned and constructed a brick pavement alley and a grass parking area along the Indianapolis Cultural Trail in conjunction with the addition of an outdoor theater to their existing facility.  Prior to the addition, the site experienced flooding with normal 2-year rain events. Now, rain water that falls on the existing and new roof and the brick pavement alley is captured, stored, and re-used for passive irrigation of the new grass pavement parking area, eliminating flooding, and utilizing captured storm water. The initial design called for a traditional irrigation system to irrigate the grass parking area.  Planners contemplated capturing and reusing rainwater for the purpose of reducing flooding and passively irrigating the grass pavement.  The site runoff from one, two, three, and four-inch rain events was determined.  The site footprint and budget allowed for the rainwater from a 2" rain event to be captured and reused.  The existing brick alley was removed.  Culturally significant bricks were kept for reuse at the north and south ends of the alley for connection with the cultural trail. The alley sub base was removed and replaced with free draining material capable of supporting expected traffic loading.  The existing and planned roof downspouts were plumbed through the base course to the grassed parking area.  Clay brick pavers were placed as the alley driving surface.  The adjacent grass parking area soils were removed to a depth of 16".  A geotextile was placed at the base of the excavation followed by the placement of storm water capture and reuse chambers. Fine course aggregate and sand were blended to back fill the chamber field, support traffic, and adequately move water through capillary rise to passively irrigate the grass parking area. A pervious grass pavement system was placed over the chamber field.  The grass pavement system was infilled with soil and subsequently hydro seeded with a hydraulic growth medium, tackifier, and grass seed.  The presentation will provide information about the planning, budgeting, installation, and planned maintenance associated with this approach. In summary, this system approach focused on minimizing site runoff and flooding, pervious parking surfaces, the onsite capture and reuse of rain water, and the reinforcement of passively irrigated grass capable of providing a safe, sustainable, grass parking area.         
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INDY Fringe's roots can be found in former Indianapolis Mayor Bart Peterson’s Cultural Tourism Initiative in 2001.  The first INDY Fringe Festival was held in 2005.  In 2007, two years after the inception of INDY Fringe, the City of Indianapolis broke ground on the Cultural Trail project.  The popularity of INDY Fringe grew rapidly.  With the development of the Cultural Trail, owners and benefactors had dreams of expanding their facility and presence along the Cultural Trail. In 2010, INDY Fringe began planning the addition of an indoor/outdoor theater to their existing facility.  Plans included doubling the size of the theatre, a handicap accessible public restroom, a new brick paver alley, a reinforced grass parking/seating area, a cistern for storing stormwater, and an irrigation system for the grass area.  Localized site flooding was a primary concern for planners.  Prior to the addition, the INDY Fringe site experienced flooding with normal 2-year rainfall events.  Standing water in the alley and adjacent grass lawn was unsightly, unsafe, and limited planned property use.  The addition would more than double the roof area of the facility, increasing the potential for site runoff.  The owners contemplated a LID design approach to eliminate pre-addition flooding, accommodate additional runoff from the addition, and provide a sustainable reinforced grass lawn for parking and outdoor theatre seating.  INDY Fringe is located at the southeast quadrant of College Avenue and St. Clair Street in downtown Indianapolis on the Cultural Trail.  The eight mile $63-million-dollar Cultural Trail is a nationally recognized achievement, transforming an automobile-oriented cityscape into a beautifully landscaped bike path and pedestrian walkway system. The expansion of the theatre would coincide with the 2013 completion of the Cultural Trail. 
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By fall of 2012, INDY Fringe’s expansion plans were in place and construction activities scheduled.  As a host of countless ongoing theatre and cultural events, and as an “on-trail” neighbor of the Cultural Trail, INDY Fringe’s progressive LID approach had to work, be sustainable, and aesthetically pleasing.  The initial design draft called for a cistern to store traditional irrigation system to irrigate a reinforced grass parking/seating area.  LID goals led planners to design a system to infiltrate, filter, capture, and reuse rainwater for the purposes of reducing flooding and passively irrigating the grass parking/seating area.  LID emphasizes conservation and use of on-site natural features to protect water quality.  This approach implements engineered small-scale hydrologic controls to replicate the pre-development watershed hydrology through infiltrating, filtering, storing, evaporating, and detaining runoff close to its source. Although LID Integrated Management Practices (IMPs) get most of the attention by designers, it is crucial to understand that sustainable LID performance is heavily reliant on monitoring the implementation of designed practices and products.  Especially important for INDY Fringe was the timing associated with validating the quality of growth/filtration media infill for the reinforced grass parking/seating area. 
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INDY Fringe planners followed four simple steps guided by LID design principles.   First pre-development runoff conditions were identified and a goal set to eliminate flooding.  A cistern was chosen with volume sufficient to detain the standing water associated with pre-development conditions.  Furthermore, the cistern was sized to accommodate runoff from the expanded roof area.  Secondly, runoff treatment goals were considered.  The site is used by automobiles and light duty trucks so common vehicular pollutants were expected.  The site is not in a wooded setting so organic debris would be minimal.  However, since planning included piping rainwater into a cistern, some filtration was prudent.  Third, planners identify opportunities to address site specific needs.  Namely, the planned reinforced grass parking/seating area would need to be capable of supporting expected traffic loading and passes.  The grass area would also need to be irrigated, ensuring a nice vegetated cover appropriate for pedestrian seating.   Fourth, planners considered the implementation of a site holistic practices that would fit within the site's constraints.  Considering the goals developed from completing the design steps, planners investigated technologies that offered a holistic, multifunctional benefit for managing the site’s water.  Planners found and investigated the use of a specialized storm water chamber in lieu of the traditional cistern.  The chamber they considered offered an onsite water management and reuse system designed to collect, filter, retain, and distribute water below ground at its source.  The chamber system utilizes capillary rise and gravity to provide controlled water management.  System benefits included passive irrigation, a reduction in the use of potable water, a minimization groundwater pollution, minimal maintenance, and reduced management.  The technology discovery led to more questions for planners.  Would the system fit the footprint of planned development?  Would the system store enough water to eliminate flooding? Would the contracted installer be able to properly install the alternate system for the same cost as the established budget? 





RUNOFF CALCULATIONS
The Rational Equation was used to determine Peak Discharge Q 
in Cubic Feet Per Second (see Rational Equation below).

Rational Equation: Q=ciA where
The Rational equation requires the following units:
Q = Peak discharge, cfs
c = Rational method runoff coefficient
i = Rainfall intensity, inch/hour
A = Drainage area, acre
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In an effort to answer the newly raised question, planners revisited the first step of the LID design process.  The plan to date called for reinforcing part of the lawn area to adequately provide a sustainable grass parking area, eliminating soil compaction, and the potential for rutting.  The idea was to trade the cost of the planned cistern and irrigation system for a specialized chamber field.  Could an adequate chamber system fit within the footprint of the planned reinforced grass?  The first step of identifying pre-development runoff conditions in an effort to appropriately plan the elimination of onsite flooding was relatively straightforward.  Rain events of 1”, 2”, 3”, and 4” were contemplated.  The runoff coefficient (C) is a dimensionless coefficient relating the amount of runoff to the amount of precipitation received.  It is a larger value for areas with low infiltration and high runoff (pavement, steep gradient), and lower for permeable, well vegetated areas (forest, flat land).  A “C” value = 1 was used for the roof and alley.  A “C” value = 0.35 was used for the lawn area.  See a table of “C” values for different surfaces below.
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The Rational Equation was used to determine Peak Discharge Q in Cubic Feet Per Second (see Rational Equation below).Rational Equation:  Q=ciA where�The Rational equation requires the following units:�Q = Peak discharge, cfs�c = Rational method runoff coefficient�i = Rainfall intensity, inch/hour�A = Drainage area, acreThe peak discharge was calculated for the existing roof, the proposed addition roof, the proposed clay paver alley, and the grass lawn area.  Peak discharge in CFS was converted to gallons, 1 cubic foot being equal to 7.48 gallons.  You can view a plan view of the site in PICTURE E and the Rational Equation results in TABLE V.
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The total existing lawn area was 6884 square feet.  Only 4800 square feet were planned and budgeted to be reinforced with a grass reinforcement/paving system.  So, only 4800 square feet of the existing lawn area was planned and budgeted to be disturbed.  The plan was to excavate the 4800 square foot area, install a cistern, an irrigation system, and the reinforced grass pavement system.  The chamber system being investigated has a spacing requirement for use in a passive irrigation system.  A chamber field was conceptually sized based on the available “to be disturbed” footprint of 4800 square feet and the manufacturer’s spacing requirement.  In essence, the available 4800 square foot area was fitted with the maximum number of chambers per the manufacturer’s spacing requirements.  The conceptual field allowed for the use of 135 chambers.  See the foot print in PICTURE X and a cross section in PICTURE Z.
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Planners now had to calculate the volume of water that could be stored in the conceptually sized chamber field. The available void area included not only the void in the chamber itself, but the void in the 1.33-foot-thick sand profile surrounding the chambers.  Additionally, the brick alley was to be excavated and replaced with new clay brick pavers.  So the paver aggregate base could also be planned to be placed as open graded aggregate.  The void area of the open graded aggregate paver base course could be used as additional storage area for runoff water.  The total void area provided by the chamber field, sand fill for the chamber field and reinforced grass parking/seating area, and the open graded aggregate paver base was 28256 gallons (See TABLE C). Referring back to TABLE V (PAGE X) you will see that the revised design could provide potential storage volume in excess of the 4inch-one-hour rain event.  Now what about the money?  Could the expense of the alternate design fit within the planned budget?



Planners and the owners asked a local vendor to work with the contracted 
installer to discuss the alternate design and installation.  The original plan 
called for a 20000-gallon cistern, associated plumbing, and irrigation 
system.  The material budget for these components was $31,800.  The 
material budget for the alternate system was $32,225.  The contractor 
agreed to install the LID driven design for the same cost.
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Planners and the owners asked a local vendor to work with the contracted installer to discuss the alternate design and installation.  The original plan called for a 20000-gallon cistern, associated plumbing, and irrigation system.  The material budget for these components was $31,800.  The material budget for the alternate system was $32,225.  The contractor agreed to install the LID driven design for the same cost. 



November 2012
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The contractor mobilized in November of 2012.  As they mobilized and began site demolition their vendor worked with local aggregate suppliers to acquire sand backfill appropriate for use with the passive irrigation chamber system.  The largest component of the chosen system is the sand bed that surrounds the chamber.  In addition to load support the sand’s function is to transmit moisture and nutrients through capillary action into the root zone.  Sand quality varies from quarry to quarry.  It was critically important that certain minimum precautions be observed.  First the sand should be washed with most of the silt and clay particles removed.  A quick field check is to swirl a half-cup of sand with water and to observe the settling and color characteristics of the overlaying water.  If the water stays relatively clear and the particles settle quickly to the bottom, the sand is relatively clear of silt and clay.  If the water becomes muddy and does not settle out quickly, the sand is not acceptable due to the clogging potential associated with the small particle content of silt and clay.   Second the pH of the sand should be in the neutral range (6.5 – 7.5).  Some sand manufactured from certain crushed rock may be too alkaline for good root growth.  A quick field check is to check the pH of water after it has been in contact with the sand for a few minutes.  Third the sand should feel gritty when rubbed between fingers, crumble readily when dry, and absorb water quickly when water is poured on top of it.  Ideal sand should have 90 – 100 percent of its particles between 0.2 and 1.00 mm I diameter.  Within this range, the medium sized particles, with a diameter of 0.50 – 0.25 mm, should compromise at least 50 to 70 percent (see TABLE Q).  
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Sand quality varies from quarry to quarry.  It was critically important that certain minimum precautions be observed.  First the sand should be washed with most of the silt and clay particles removed.  A quick field check is to swirl a half-cup of sand with water and to observe the settling and color characteristics of the overlaying water.  If the water stays relatively clear and the particles settle quickly to the bottom, the sand is relatively clear of silt and clay.  If the water becomes muddy and does not settle out quickly, the sand is not acceptable due to the clogging potential associated with the small particle content of silt and clay.   Second the pH of the sand should be in the neutral range (6.5 – 7.5).  Some sand manufactured from certain crushed rock may be too alkaline for good root growth.  A quick field check is to check the pH of water after it has been in contact with the sand for a few minutes.  Third the sand should feel gritty when rubbed between fingers, crumble readily when dry, and absorb water quickly when water is poured on top of it.  Ideal sand should have 90 – 100 percent of its particles between 0.2 and 1.00 mm I diameter.  Within this range, the medium sized particles, with a diameter of 0.50 – 0.25 mm, should compromise at least 50 to 70 percent (see TABLE Q). Pour 2” of fine gravel in the bottom of a small glass container and insert a clear plastic tube into the gravel such that it is upright and self-supporting.Thoroughly dry out a sample of sand by spreading out on a piece of cardboard and leaving it in the sun for a few hours.Use a funnel and pour the dry sand down on top of the tube until the sand is approximately one inch from the top of the tube.  Tap the tube sides with fingers to promote normal settling.Mark the position of the sand at the top of the tube.Fill the bottom of the glass container with water such that the water line is just below the rim of the glass, record the starting time, and maintain the water level as the sand starts to rise the water through capillary action.  Refill as needed.After 12 hours measure the distance of capillary rise from the rim of the glass to the top of the visible moisture level in the tube.  The moisture rise for acceptable sand should be greater than ten inches.  Continue the capillary rise until the entire column is moist.Using a broom handle end compress the damp sand with a minimum of 20 psi weight pressure, and measure the distance the sand sample compresses.  The compression distance should be less than one inch.Pour clean water on top of the sand column to a one-inch depth and measure the time it takes to fully drain away the one-inch water depth to the top of the sand.  It should take less than ten minutes for the water column to drain for the sample to be acceptable.  Repeat the drain process three times to check for consistency in drainage readings.Check the pH of the water in the glass container.  It should be between 6.5 – 7.5, or not vary significantly from the water used.
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The sand passed the three field tests and the capillary rise test.  The contractor was given the green light to proceed.  They first finished the installation of the new paver alley with an open graded aggregate base course. 
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Next the excavation of the chamber field reinforced grass parking/seating area was completed.  At that time the contractor confirmed that the underlying soils were clay.  This was important because if the underlying soils were more permeable a liner would be required under the chamber field.  A liner would be necessary to ensure sufficient detention of collected runoff water for the passive irrigation system to adequately perform.
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A fill port was plumbed at the upstream end of the chamber field. The upstream end of the field was installed with a threaded brass plug for filling during times of drought. 
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Two downspouts from the existing theatre were piped under the new paver alley at the proper elevations to drain into the chamber field.  Two additional pipes were placed under the alley and stubbed to the ground surface in anticipation of connecting with two new downspouts associated with the theater’s proposed building expansion.
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The chambers and components installation being complete, and the bridging filter stone was placed. 
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The downstream end of the field was installed with a XX-gallon sump and pump with float control.  The sump was included for additional multi-functionality, rendering water in excess of the system capacity available for use watering the site landscaping. The sump was plumbed with an overflow discharge in case a rain event occurred in excess of the system’s capacity.
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Now it was time for the reinforced grass parking/seating installation to take place.



November 2012
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Besides the addition of the theater building, the reinforced permeable grass pavement for theatre parking/seating was the last piece of the project site redevelopment components to be installed.  The permeable grass pavement was used to reduce the contribution of the parking area to the site’s total impervious area.  The permeable grass pavement included materials designed to provide load support for expected traffic.  It was designed to remain rigid under loading, capable of effectively transferring loads from one piece to adjacent pieces without rutting or deformation.  The grass pavement was designed to prevent the compaction of growth media infill, ensuring healthy vegetative cover after vehicular and pedestrian traffic.  Lastly, the grass pavement was designed to remain permeable to allow water infiltration.  It was necessary that very close attention be given to the specific infill used to fill the cells.  Simply calling out topsoil infill without a validation process could lead to poor performance including sparse vegetation, limited or no infiltration, and ponding of water.  The grass pavement was designed to be incorporated with the bio-filtration component of the chamber system.  The sand used to backfill the chambers served several purposes.  It was chosen to filter and treat stormwater, removing pollutants caused by cars and other vehicles, allowing the water to be used for passive irrigation and to be absorbed back into the ground for groundwater recharge.  This was the case at INDY Fringe whereby surface runoff could infiltrate the reinforced grass and filter through the sand bed.  From a stormwater perspective, the application of grass pavement significantly reduced the site’s impervious cover and consequently, the amount of stormwater runoff.  The system utilized at INDY Fringe was designed and chosen to provide these functions and benefits.  Several unforeseen challenges presented themselves relative to the reinforced grass pavement.   



November 2012



April 2013

June 2013May 2013

April 2013 April 2013
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The site improvements at INDY Fringe were completed before by the end of November 2012.  In March of 2013 the grass pavement was treated with pre-emergent weed control.  In April 2013 the straw mat that covered the area from December 2012 through spring 2013 was removed.  The area was over seeded and treated with a hydraulic growth medium and bio stimulant package. 



August 2013
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The owners of INDY Fringe were hosting several events in May for existing and potential benefactors.  The Cultural Trail was set to open in August of 2013.  The owners wanted to put their best foot forward ensuring a nice green look for their guests in May and the opening of the Cultural Trail. 



August 2013



August 2013
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Several plant specialists were invited to the site for advice on lawn establishment and for sharing information about the installed LID technology.  The experts commented that the lawn looked good for a new lawn established from seed that was less than a year old.  They also commented that the soil infill seemed heavy and that aeration might be beneficial.  Upon closer look, the topsoil infill was not topsoil but was installed as pulverized clay.  Pulverized clay can look and feel like good topsoil.  But after being in place and going through rain and traffic events, loose friable pulverized clay becomes a rather hard impermeable soil.



November 2014
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By November 2013 the construction of the theatre building expansion had begun.  The reinforced grass area with its underlying chamber field was used as a construction staging area.  The area was heavily trafficked by construction equipment for eight months while the addition to the theatre was constructed.  The theatre expansion was completed by June 2014.  The new brick paver alley was dirty from construction activity but all in all survived the construction traffic.  Likewise, the robust material used to provide the permeable grass pavement survived construction traffic and staging activities.  It was evident the chamber field was installed properly as it survived the construction traffic loading as well.  The grass lawn that covered the permeable grass pavement and chamber field did not fare as well.  The grass that was cared for and developed since the spring of 2012 was destroyed.  



November 2014
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The new brick paver alley was dirty from construction activity but all in all survived the construction traffic.  Likewise, the robust material used to provide the permeable grass pavement survived construction traffic and staging activities.  It was evident the chamber field was installed properly as it survived the construction traffic loading as well.  The grass lawn that covered the permeable grass pavement and chamber field did not fare as well.  The grass that was cared for and developed since the spring of 2012 was destroyed.  
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The owner of the theater instructed the contractor to bring in topsoil to top dress the affected area and re-sow grass seed.  This was done and the newly sown grass was cared for and slowly began to develop into a lawn.  But something was different.  Rain events resulted in ponding and localized site flooding.  The owner contacted the vendor for a site investigation.  Upon visiting the site, it was discovered that the lawn area affected during construction had been top dressed not with topsoil, but with pulverized clay. The clay placed to top dress the grass pavement was also placed to a depth of several inches.  Grass pavers are designed with cells sized the prevent soil infill from compaction during vehicular and pedestrian traffic.  Over filling the cells renders ineffective this function of grass pavers. 
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Through 2014 and 2015 the owners of INDY Fringe dealt with the construction damage.  As time passed the flooding issue began to exasperate and become more common.  In the spring of 2016 the owners had a discussion with the vendor about options for repairing the damaged permeable grass pavement. Infiltration and percolation tests were run to determine the in-situ properties of the infill, the sand backfill, and the underlying soils.  Infiltration is the process by which water on the ground surface enters the soil.  Infiltration rate in soil science is a measure of the rate at which soil is able to absorb rainfall or irrigation. It is commonly measured in inches per hour. The rate decreases as the soil becomes saturated. Infiltration (hydrology), downward movement of water into soil.  Percolation is the process of a liquid slowly passing through a filter.  A percolation test determines the absorption rate of soil.  Percolation testing is simply observing how quickly a known volume of water dissipates into the subsoil of a drilled hole of known surface area. In general, sandy soil will absorb more water than soil with a high concentration of clay or where the water table is close to the surface.  
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The results of the infiltration  and percolation  tests were interesting.  The soils underlying the chamber field were very infiltrative accepting 14.328 inches per hour after 2 hours 30 minutes and 45 seconds.  The soils used to infill the grass pavers at the time of installation were not infiltrative.  Nor were the soils used to top dress the grass pavers after construction damage.  These soils accepted less than 0.292 inches of rain per hour.  The paver infill that was validated and used to infill a section of grass pavers for testing clearly was infiltrative.  The validated soil infill allowed water to infiltrate the grass paver surface and percolate into the sand backfill around the chambers at a rate of 69.7 inches per hour.  See TABLE G for infiltration and percolation test results.  



June 16, 2016
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In June of 2016 INDY Fringe Owners and D2 Land & Water Resource, Inc. secured a Hydrovac contractor to remove the clay infill from the grass pavers.



June 16, 2016
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Care was taken to completely remove the clay “plugs” from each individual cell of the grass pavers without excessively undermining the pavers and removing the passive irrigation sand fill around the chamber field. 
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The grass pavers were infilled with the validated growth media.  The media was “watered-in” during placement to ensure any voids under the pavers were filled with material.



June 23, 2016June 22, 2016 June 24, 2016
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The grass pavers were infilled with the validated growth media.  The media was “watered-in” during placement to ensure any voids under the pavers were filled with material.



June 24, 2016June 24, 2016 July 19, 2016
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After infill operations were complete the area was seeded and covered with a biodegradable straw erosion control blanket.  The warm wet summer weather was perfect for rapid germination.  The newly seeded reinforced grass parking area developed a very healthy young grass turf very quickly.



August 15, 2016 August 15, 2016August 15, 2016
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The infiltrative properties of the growth media provide a reinforced grass surface that is and will remain pervious.  The localized flooding was eliminated.  And the INDY Fringe owners could finally be satisfied with their LID project.



Thank You!
CONCLUSIONS? QUESTIONS?

• Jim Blazek, CPESC - D2 Land & Water Resource, Inc.
• Christa Petzke, PE, MBA - D2 Land & Water Resource, Inc.
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CONCLUSION INDY Fringe is a growing vibrant organization and an anchor at the Trail Head of the Indianapolis Cultural Trail.  The LID approach taken during the planning, development and construction of the theatre addition has been a success.  The site no longer experiences flooding during normal 2-year rain events.  In fact, the site remains flood free during four inch one-hour rain events.  Rain water that falls on the roof and entire site is captured, stored, and re-used for passive irrigation.  Rainfall that is not captured is infiltrated into the pervious reinforced grass parking area.  Culturally significant bricks were reused at the north and south ends of the alley preserving a historical connection with the cultural trail. The reinforced pervious grass parking area is truly infiltrative.  The reinforced grass paver area and underlying chamber field is fully capable of withstanding any expected traffic loading from theatre events and emergency response vehicles.  This was rather dramatically demonstrated during the construction of the theatre addition, when the area was used for construction traffic and staging.  The planning should have included more stringent attention and definition of a material validation process during construction.  Specifically, careful validation should have been planned and conducted for the infiltrative properties of the subsoils under the chamber field and the growth media used to infill the grass pavers.  The budget was accurate in that LID components were exchanged for traditional components with no cost increase to the owner.  Because installation was not carefully monitored, unforeseen cost was incurred because the grass paver infill was not validated. Removal and replacement of the infill was absolutely necessary for the site to properly function as intended by its LID design.  Planned maintenance costs associated with the LID approach remain lower than that of the traditional design.  In summary, the goals defined by the LID design have been successfully achieved.  Post development site runoff is less than predevelopment.  Flooding has been mitigated.  A functional reinforced pervious parking/seating area is in place.  Onsite capture and reuse of rain water for passive irrigation has been achieved.  
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